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The personal touch. That’s the extra 
ingredient that Robert Broyles, 
PharmD is proud to bring to his 

role as a pharmacist at Northern Family 
Medicine Pharmacy. It’s also one of 
the reasons that the bustling Mount 
Airy-based pharmacy continues to see 
a steady increase in its clientele from 
among community residents.  
“As necessary, I may move out from 
behind the counter to sit and talk 
privately with a patient– because 
sometimes they’ll share information 
with me that they won’t tell their doctor,” 
said Broyles, in identifying one way he 
reaches out to customers to create a 
welcoming and personalized interaction.  
A few weeks ago, after an elderly lady 
described her sleeping difficulties to him, 
the 55-year-old pharmacist got the lady’s 
permission to call her physician and 
recommend a sleep study.  The doctor 
agreed; and a study was scheduled.
“I enjoy people,” says Broyles proudly. 
“And, to the extent that I can, I like 
to give people a little hope – so they 
can focus on the outcome that will be 
achieved from the medicines they’ll be 
taking.”

Full Service Pharmacy
Conveniently located off of Route 52, 
the 400-square-foot pharmacy shares 
indoor space with the Northern Hospital 
of Surry County owned primary care 
clinic, Northern Family Medicine and 
full service gym, Northern Wellness 
& Fitness Center (formerly called 
ProHealth). “Because we’re adjacent to 
the outpatient practice site, some people 
think they have to be a patient there to 
use our pharmacy – but that’s not the 
case,” explained Jenny Guyer, PharmD, 
Manager of the Pharmacy for the past 
four years.  “Like other community-based 
pharmacies, we’re open to the public and 
provide a full-range of comprehensive 
services.”   
A soft-spoken perfectionist, Guyer 
carefully directs the activities of 
a dedicated team of two licensed 
pharmacist and four pharmacy 
technicians. She will be adding a third 
pharmacist to the team, Amy Fillius, upon 
her graduation from Wingate University 
School of Pharmacy in May of this year. 
As a full-service pharmacy, Guyer and 
her team of specialists work diligently 
to meet the needs of all customers and 
help ensure patient safety. “We’re always 
alert to helping people get the best 
pricing on their prescriptions – whether 

by suggesting appropriate generic 
drugs or accepting manufacturer’s 
coupons,” said Guyer. “Patient safety 
is our priority, so our pharmacists also 
arrange to meet privately with patients 
for a comprehensive medication therapy 
management session. During that 
meeting, the pharmacist will review with 
the patient all the medicines they’re 
taking (both prescribed and over-the-
counter), as well as any supplements 
and vitamins. In this way, we can 
ensure appropriate medications are 
being prescribed, improve medication 
adherence and help safeguard against 
any possible negative drug interactions 
that may occur.”      
Guyer is pleased that her pharmacy 
offers several specialty items that her 
customers have found helpful.  “We have 
special adaptors that can be used with 
liquid medicines to permit more accurate 
and easier dosing; as well as free 
flavoring for some liquid medicines such 
as children’s antibiotics,” she said.
  
Patient Safety & Patient 
Education
Guyer’s focus on patient safety and 
education comes naturally.   After 
graduating in 2004 from Virginia 
Commonwealth University (VCU) School 
of Pharmacy, she completed a one-year 
ambulatory care residency program 
through VCU and McGuire VA Hospital 
in Richmond VA.   After teaching for two 
years at the Wingate University School of 
Pharmacy, she transitioned to community 
pharmacy work – where she continues 
her educational role by helping patients 
better understand how their medications 
contribute to their overall well-being.   
“Pharmacists have a pivotal role in 
patient education,” said Guyer, “and our 
easy accessibility enables us to engage 
frequently with patients to help reinforce 
their understanding of how and why they 
should take the medicines prescribed for 
them.”  

Open for Business!
Northern Family Medicine Pharmacy is 
open six days a week (Monday through 
Saturday); and accepts Medicare and 
Medicaid (both NC and VA), as well 
as most major commercial insurers 
such as Blue Cross/Blue Shield, United 
Healthcare, and Cigna.   It’s located at 
280 North Point Blvd. Mount Airy, NC 
and can be reached by calling 
336-719-6010.

Finding a Personal Touch 
at Northern Pharmacy
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Family vacations have long been a great way 
for families to spend time together and build 
memories that will last a lifetime. Research shows 

that this tradition is alive and going strong. 
Research from AAA Travel found that 88 million 
residents of the United States planned to take family 
vacations in 2018. The allure of overseas destinations 
is seemingly increasing, as AAA noted that 35 percent 
of the families who planned to vacation in 2018 
intended to visit an international destination. That 
marked a 9 percent increase from the year prior.
Parents planning family vacations must look for family-
friendly activities that adults and kids can enjoy. Moms 
and dads also must find lodging that accommodates 

their families and makes them feel welcome. When 
looking for lodging, parents can consider a host of 
factors to determine if a hotel, bed and breakfast or 
resort is family-friendly.

Location
When looking for family-friendly lodging, parents 
should keep in mind that the location of the facility can 
be just as important as what it offers. A remote hotel 
or rental house might provide the solitude and respite 
parents are looking for, but such spots might not be 
best for families. If you’re planning on doing lots of 
sightseeing, then lodging that’s close to local sights 
and highways can save you from spending much of 

your vacation enduring lengthy car trips. Kids likely 
won’t appreciate such trips.

Accommodations
Modern families aren’t just vacationing; they are 
vacationing more often than they used to. AAA found 
that 27 percent of traveling families intended to take 
three or more family vacations in the next 12 months. 
One way for budget-conscious families to make that 
possible is to cut costs on each trip. All-inclusive 
resorts, in which the costs of family meals are included, 
or lodging that includes kitchens or kitchenettes, 
private patios to grill nightly meals and refrigerators 
large enough to store essentials like milk and eggs 
can help parents save on meals out on the town. 
That’s no small consideration, as a recent Consumer 
Expenditure Survey from the U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics found that food and alcohol accounted for 
the second greatest vacation expense for domestic 
trips and the third highest expense for international 
travelers.

Activities
Many resorts provide a host of family-friendly activities 
that are included in the cost of the lodging. Private 
rentals or lodging booked through companies such 
as Airbnb are less likely to include such perks. Even 
hotels without extensive kid-friendly offerings may still 
have pools and/or private beach access that are free 
to guests. These present lots of activities for families 
at no additional cost, making them especially valuable 
options for budget-conscious parents.
Lodging is a big consideration for parents when 
planning family vacations. Each family is different, and 
parents must consider their own unique needs and 
wants before choosing lodging.

Factors that Make 
Lodging Family-Friendly
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Children reach many milestones 
throughout their lives. While a 
child’s first step and first tooth 

may garner the bulk of the milestone glory, 

other moments are just as significant.

One milestone that parents may not look 

forward to is their kids’ first day away 

from mom and dad. For many children, 

that day is spent at daycare. Parents 

may get emotional when dropping their 

young children off at daycare for the first 

time, and those emotions might only 

grow stronger if children cry when Mom 

and Dad walk away. Fortunately, there 

are ways to help kids adjust to starting 

daycare.

Drop by before the first dropoff day. 

Many daycare facilities encourage parents 

to visit the facility with their children before 

youngsters’ first official day at daycare. 

This allows kids to meet their teachers as 

well as other children who will be in their 

class. That familiarity can make first-day 

dropoff that much easier.

Speak with kids about daycare in 

advance of their first day. As kids’ first 

day at daycare approaches, parents can 

speak with them about what to expect. 

Discuss changes in routine as well as 

more exciting things, like the chance 

to play with other kids. If you were able 

to visit before the first day, mentions 

teachers and other children your child met 

during the visit. That can help calm their 

nerves about leaving Mom and Dad.

Practice leaving your child with 

someone else. Much of the fear kids have 

when being dropped off at daycare for the 

first time is seeing mom or dad leave the 

facility. Kids who have seen this before, 

whether they’re left with a babysitter 

or a relative for a couple of hours, are 

more likely to smoothly adjust to being 

left at daycare. Parents who haven’t yet 

enjoyed a date night or time away from 

their children can book some time away 

together so their children can get used to 

spending time with someone other than 

Mom and Dad.

Invite other children from the daycare 

over for play dates. Another way to help 

kids embrace their first days at daycare 

is to invite some of their prospective 

classmates over for a play date. If parents 

who live nearby recommended the facility, 

invite their children over for a play date. 

Familiar, friendly faces can help the 

transition to daycare go smoothly.

Let kids take a comfort item with them. 

A favorite blanket or stuffed animal can 

calm kids’ nerves as they transition to 

daycare. Before telling 

kids they can bring such an item 

along, confirm if it’s allowed with the 

program director.

The first day at daycare is a milestone for 

kids. Parents can take various steps to 

make that day go as smoothly as possible.

How to 
Help Kids 
Adjust to 
Starting 
Daycare
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How to Handle Overseas Travel 
With Kids in Tow
Overseas travel has long 

been touted for the ways 
it enriches lives. Though 

parents of young children may be 
hesitant to travel overseas with tots 
in tow, feeling that long flights and 
foreign lands might not appeal to 
youngsters accustomed to domestic 
vacations, the benefits to such trips 
may outweigh the hurdles parents 
must clear in getting from point A to 
point B. 
As much as kids might not look 
forward to long flights or trips to 
countries they can’t find on a map, 
once kids visit their first foreign 
country, parents may see such 
attitudes change. In the immediate 
future, parents planning to travel 
overseas with their children can 
consider the following suggestions 
from the American Academy of 
Pediatrics to make their travels as 
stress-free as possible.
Explain the screening 
process in advance. 
Speak with children about 
the security screening 
process before coming 
to the airport. The AAP 
advises parents to tell their 
children that their bags 
and belongings will be 
put in the X-ray machine 
as part of the screening 
process. Kids who know 
this in advance will be less 
likely to throw tantrums 
when their possessions 
are temporarily taken away 
from them. 
Go over the itinerary 
with your children. 

Parents should make note of the 
duration of the flights and layovers, 
if applicable. The less surprises 
the better. Kids may not be on their 
best behavior, but parents who 
discuss the nuts and bolts of travel 
in advance can harken back to 
those discussions to calm restless 
youngsters. If layovers are part of 
your trip, research fun things to 
do in the airport. If your layover is 
especially long, look for things close 
to the airport that you can do to kill 
time. Encourage youngsters to help 
plan how to bide your time during 
your layover, as they might be more 
excited and engaged by activities 
they chose.
Arrange for a car seat in advance. 
The AAP notes that many airlines 
allow parents to bring a child’s car 
seat as an extra luggage item at 
no additional expense. Confirm if 
this is true with your airline. If not, 
make sure you arrange to have 

a car seat waiting for you at your 
destination. Don’t wing it and simply 
ask for one when you arrive at the 
airport to pick up your rental car, as 
rental agencies may not be able to 
accommodate you without advance 
notice.
Buy your child his or her own 
seat on the airplane. The AAP 
recommends that each child has 
his or her own seat on an airplane, 
even though Federal Aviation 
Administration guidelines do not 
require that for children under age 
two. The AAP notes the safety 
benefits of strapping a child into his 
or her own seat compared to having 
them spend the entire trip on Mom 
or Dad’s lap.
Overseas vacations can make for 
wonderful adventures for families. 
Parents of young children can learn 
more about traveling overseas with 
youngsters by visiting www.aap.org.

Did you know?

The open road is maintaining its allure for 
vacationing families. According to AAA 
Travel, which conducted a survey 1,005 
adults living in the continental United 
States, 64 percent of families who 
planned to vacation in 2018 were 
intending to travel by car to 
reach their destinations. While the 
open road beckons, familiar roads might 
not be as alluring to families as the roads 
less traveled. AAA found that 73 percent of 
families planning vacations in 2018 were 
hoping to visit a destination they had not 
previously visited. Rest and relaxation also 
ranked high on the list of things families 
wanted out of their vacations. Among 
families planning getaways in 2018, 61 
percent indicated they were choosing 
destinations with attractions such as 
beaches and mountains, while 56 percent 
admitted finding a destination that promoted 
relaxation was important to them.
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Family Cycling is 
an Enjoyable Escape

Going for a bike ride is one of the 
best ways for people to exercise in 
fresh air. Cycling is not only earth-

conscious and convenient, but it also is a fun 
and popular activity that anyone can enjoy. 
Around 1.6 million residents of New York 
City ride a bike at least once a month, and in 
Portland, bike riding rose by 3 percent each 
year since 2012, according to Bikemunk, 
a website dedicated to helping people 
understand bikes, especially in the context 
of making a purchase. The Alliance for 
Biking & Walking discovered that 0.6 percent 
of all commuters in the United States biked 
to work in 2013, up from 0.5 percent in 2009 
and 0.4 percent 
in 2005. But many people are embracing 
cycling as an entertaining form of recreation 
that the entire family can enjoy.
Adults may have fond memories of their own 
cycling adventures as children that they want 
to pass down to their kids. Since families 
may feature cyclists with various levels of 
experience, it can be safe to employ certain 
strategies in the hopes that everyone gets 
the most out of their time in the cycling 
saddle.
Buy the right bikes. Take time to research 
different brands of bicycles and what they 
offer. Some bikes are ideal for streets or 
paved trails, while others are better for rustic 
roads and trails. A qualified bike retailer can 
help shoppers find the right bike for them 

and their families, ensuring everyone in the 
family is riding the right size bike and the 
one commensurate with their skill level.
Limit the distance. Children won’t be able 
to put in as many miles as their parents or 
older siblings. Limit cycling excursions to a 
reasonable amount of time so youngsters’ 
health is not compromised.
Focus on fun. Consider what kids will get 
out of the trip and gear the afternoon around 
that. Choose a path that leads riders to 
a playground or one that circles a scenic 
lake. Make your cycling excursion more of 
an afternoon out than a marathon biking 
session.
Take frequent breaks. Little legs 
may not be able to keep up, and adults will 
need to anticipate stopping along the way.
Know the terrain. Stick to routes you have 
ridden before. Leave the more intense 
courses  that include extreme climbs and 
dips for those times when kids are not in 
tow. Stick to lightly trafficked routes, or travel 
during off-peak hours. Consult with trail 
guides and read reviews as well.
Check bikes before departing. Make sure 
tires are inflated and everything else is in 
working order. Bring a small tool kit along in 
case a repair needs to be made.
Cycling as a family can be an enjoyable 
way to spend an afternoon and get some 
exercise.
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Children raised to be confident have the 

tools to be resilient in a challenging 

world. Confidence helps children 

handle peer pressure, stress, obstacles, and 

much more.

There’s a fine line between developing 

confidence and raising kids who are overly 

boastful. Parents, teachers and other influential 

figures can employ various research-based 

strategies to start boosting kids’ confidence. 

Mistakes happen, and children benefit from 

making mistakes and learning from them. 

Children who fail, pick themselves up and try 

again are learning lessons of resiliency. Their 

confidence develops as they pick themselves 

up again, learn from their mistake and 

ultimately meet with success.

Parents may get hung up on trying to improve 

on their children’s efforts to make it perfect. 

This may occur with school work. According 

to the mental health wellness resource 

Psychology Today, constant intervention 

undermines children’s confidence and prevents 

them from learning for themselves. 

It can be easy to fall into a pattern of saying 

things like, “I’ll never be able to do that” or “It’s 

too difficult.” But parents must remember that 

their children take their cues from mom and 

dad. Parents who stay positive in the face of 

adversity will instill the same attitude in their 

children.

Praise children when they do 

their best, but avoid praising kids 

when they don’t try their hardest 

or if they are still working toward 

solving a problem they haven’t 

yet figured out. In lieu of praise, 

provide encouragement and urge 

youngsters to try again and practice.

Ask children for age-appropriate 

advice, suggests the growth 

mindset company Big Life Journal. 

Showing kids their ideas are worthy can instill 

confidence.

Parents often are quick to swoop in and try to 

prevent kids from feeling hurt or discouraged. 

However, according to Robert Brooks, PhD, 

who coauthored the book “Raising Resilient 

Children,” it’s alright for kids to fail and feel sad 

or angry. Success is learned by overcoming 

obstacles rather than having all obstacles 

removed.

Above all, children who are loved and 

supported can develop confidence through the 

years with some well-placed guidance.

Tried-and-True 
Ways to 
Raise a 
Confident Kid

Allow children to make mistakes 
and learn from them.

  Resist the temptation 
  to “fix” everything.

Give praise when 
it’s deserved.

Model and teach positivity.

Value their ideas.

Skip the rescue operation.
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Personal Service from Your 
Hometown Pharmacy!

Pharmacists:
Larry Irwin • Jason Couch

Beth Pence • Lori Wyble
Susan Baker

Elk Pharmacy, Inc.

116 E. Main St. Elkin, 28621   •   336-835-2621
elkrx@rivercto.net 70025033 70025061

Call for an appointment 
today!

276-398-229214558 Danville Pike, Laurel Fork, VA 24352

Tri-Area Community Health  offers these 
health screenings and services

Paps | Breast Exams | Cardiovascular Screening | 
Complete and CDL Physicals | School and Sports 

Physicals | Hormone Replacement Therapy | Cholesterol 
& Blood Sugar Screening  | Pregnancy Testing | Disease 

Management | Daily Sick Visits | Behavioral Health

Close to Home, Far From Ordinary

Tri-Area Community
Health Centers & Pharmacy

Glen Tate, MD
Family Practice Physician

William Bess, MD
Family Practice Physician

Dinah Perdue
Certified Family Nurse Practitioner

Donna Gibson
Certified Family Nurse Practitioner

Jacki Webb
Certified Pediatric  Nurse Practitioner

Dr. Josh Bradley
Director of Behavioral Health

70025241

Learn more about affordable Medicare options from Humana. Medicare Advantage 
plans from Humana have more to offer you than Original Medicare!

Our licensed sales agents will sit down with you and share the many benefits of 
Humana Medicare Advantage plans including all these benefits and more:
• Prescription drug coverage*
• 24-hour nurse advice line
• Maximum annual out-of-pocket protection
• Doctor’s office visits and hospital coverage
• Rewards for completing preventive health screenings and activities

If you’re becoming eligible for Medicare,
consider all your options and call now!

Monday - Friday, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
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Change is a constant in the lives of 
young children and their parents. 
As children grow up, they go 

through various developmental stages, 
each one bringing its own surprises and 
unique set of challenges.
Toddlerhood is one period when parents 
can expect their children to undergo 
significant changes. While the American 
Academy of Pediatrics notes that 
children’s physical growth and motor 
development slows during toddlerhood, 
that does not mean kids won’t experience 
significant changes during this period in 
their lives. In fact, according to the AAP, 
the intellectual, social and emotional 
changes kids experiences as toddlers are 
considerable. 
The following are some of the changes 
parents can expect as their youngsters 
enter into and advance through 
toddlerhood.
Growth & development
Children begin to walk alone during 

toddlerhood. Some may even pull toys, 
such as dolls or stuffed animals, behind 
them during this time. Parents may be 
concerned when they see their toddlers 
standing on their tiptoes, but the AAP 
notes this is perfectly normal. Kids also 
become more physically active during 
toddlerhood, as many learn to run and 
kick a ball at this point.
Social skills
Perhaps one of the more noticeable 
changes during toddlerhood is children’s 
enthusiasm about spending time with 
other children. As kids advance toward 
their preschool years, they become 
more excited by the sight of other 
children and the prospect of spending 
time with others their age. Children also 
begin to imitate others’ behavior during 
toddlerhood. Toddlers also recognize 
themselves as separate from other 
people, including their parents.

Cognitive skills
Children undergo significant intellectual 
changes during toddlerhood. At this 
point in their children’s lives, parents 
may notice their kids can now find 
objects even when they’re hidden two or 
three levels deep. For example, parents 
may need to get more creative and hide 
remote controls somewhere other than 
beneath a pillow on the couch. Children 
begin to play make-believe during 
toddlerhood as well. Kids also learn to 
sort items by shape and color at this 
point in their lives.
Toddlerhood is an exciting time for 
children and their parents. As children 
advance through this stage of their lives, 
parents may be surprised by just how 
quickly their youngsters seem to be 
changing.

What to Expect as Your Child Enters Toddlerhood
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Parents of young children 
tend to have a lot on their 
minds. While social media 

may not be moms’ and dads’ 

foremost concern, it’s a topic that 

today’s parents must discuss with 

their children eventually.

Social media is largely uncharted 

territory for parents. Many parents 

of young children did not grow up 

with social media. As a result, they 

might not know what constitutes 

appropriate usage, and how to 

convey that to kids growing up in 

a world where social media is so 

prevalent. Parents tasked with 

discussing social media with kids 

can consider the following tips.

Recognize today’s kids are the 

most connected people in the 

world. UNICEF notes that young 

people between the ages of 15 and 

24 are the most connected people 

in the world. 
Seventy-
one percent 
of people 
in that 
age group are online, while just 
48 percent of the total population 
across the globe is online. Parents 
won’t be able to eliminate the 
internet or social media from their 
kids’ lives. So discussions about 
social media usage should be about 
responsible usage, which should 
include limits on how much time 
kids spend online each day.

Don’t view social media as a 
villain. While social media gets its 
share of deserved and undeserved 
criticism, UNICEF, in its “The State 
of the World’s Children 2017” report, 
noted that digital technologies can 
serve as positive forces in the lives 
of young people. For example, 
digital technologies allow children to 

access 
information on issues affecting their 
communities. Some youngsters 
may use that access as inspiration 
to change their communities for 
the better. In addition, social media 
allows young people with conditions 
such as cerebral palsy to interact 
with their peers in ways they might 
not have been able to interact in 
decades past. When discussing 
social media with their children, 
parents can emphasize these 
positive aspects while also noting 
the negatives associated with social 
media, using the combination of 
both as an example of why social 
media must be used in moderation.

Address the elephant in the 

room. Everyone on the 
internet is not who they say 
they are, and parents must 
address this with their kids 
before youngsters open social 
media accounts.  Point out to 
children that they should never 
“friend” anyone who they do not 
know. A 2015 report from Pew 
Research found that 41 percent 
of Facebook users are connected 
with people they have never 
met in person. While adults who 

connect with strangers may not be 
in danger, kids may not be mature 
or savvy enough to recognize 
cyber criminals or others looking 
to prey on their inexperience and 
trustfulness. Explain this to children 
and use it to illustrate why mom 
and dad want to know who they’re 
speaking to online. Emphasize that 
your goal is to protect them, not 
invade their privacy.
Social media can be a difficult topic 
for parents to discuss with their 
children. Maintaining an open and 
honest dialogue that recognizes 
the pros and cons of social media 
can make such discussions more 
fruitful.

How Parents Can 
Discuss Social Media 
With Young Children
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Few things can derail a day more quickly 
than a stressful morning. It can be hard to 
recover one’s good spirits when the first 

part of the day is a frenzied rush mired in chaos.
Julie Morgenstern, an organizing and 
productivity consultant and New York Times 
best-selling author, coaches families on how 
to better manage their morning routines. Too 
often parents rush out the door only to wonder if 
backpacks are filled, shoes are matching or the 
day’s schedule is known by all.
A hurried morning atmosphere can become 
routine if time isn’t taken to quell the chaos. 
These tips can make mornings less hectic for all 
involved.
Establish a place for everything. Know 
where belongings are at all times. That means 
established spaces for frequently used items 
(backpacks, shoes, briefcases, etc.) and 
consistency in regard to returning those items to 
their respective places each day. Then it’s just a 

matter of grab-and-go in the mornings.
Do more the evening before. 
If your’s is a family that strives on eking out 
as much beauty rest as possible and doesn’t 
want to set the alarm an hour or so early, then 
you must be diligent at night. Make and pack 
lunches, set aside paperwork for the office, lay 
out clothing, pack sports equipment bags, and 
do anything else to make mornings less hectic.
Eliminate distractions. Certain 
things can lead to distractions, which can 
make it hard to get things done in the morning. 
Establish rules that there will be no electronic 
devices, such as televisions or tablets, used in 
the morning. 
Assign jobs. Dole out morning tasks depending 
on ability and age. Someone may be in charge 
of popping waffles in the toaster oven, while 
another may be responsible for letting the dog 
out in the yard. Delegating can spread out the 
work so one person is not overwhelmed.
Set a bathroom schedule. Mornings can be 
challenging when multiple people are competing 
for bathroom space, especially when everyone 
needs to be out the door at the same time. 
Create a chart with assigned times and set 
a strict time limit. Parents can shower in the 
evening to save more time.
With this advice in hand, many families can 
enjoy more relaxing mornings.

Assign bathroom times so 
no one is competing for 
space in the morning.

Tips to Tame Morning Mania

Prepare as much as 
you can the evening 
before.
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Parents can employ various strategies, 
including assigning chores, to instill a sense 
of responsibility in their children. The natural 

segue from chores is to offer compensation for the 
jobs that children are doing.
Allowances can provide foundations for parents to 
teach kids about working for a living. Kids are able to 
grasp the concept that money doesn’t come without 
hard work. Also, allowances paint the picture that 
one’s financial resources are commensurate with 
the effort he or she puts in. Giving allowances also 
can help teach children how to manage money, plan 
ahead and make spending choices about what’s 
most important, 
according to the parenting guide Raise Smart Kids. 
Allowances can be tough to figure out. For example, 

parents may not know how to 
determine the rate and frequency of 
payouts.
According to Lewis Mandell, a 
former dean of business at the 
State University of New York at 
Buffalo, giving a child an allowance, 
especially a regular, unconditional 
allowance that the child can depend 

on, isn’t the right way to approach allowances. 
Children may begin to view this allowance as an 
entitlement. In fact, Mandell’s research on teens in 
the United States, Canada, Europe, and Australia 
found, without exception, that teens who received 
a regular unconditional allowance had diminished 
financial literacy, lower levels of motivation and an 
increased aversion to work.
But when handled properly, allowances can be 
important tools. Here are some additional benefits to 
allowances.
• Allowances can provide incentive 
 to get chores done.
• Allowances can  motivate students  
 to work hard at school.

• Allowances can include a required 
 portion to be donated, teaching kids 
 the importance of being charitable.

Learning the correlation between work and 
compensation is a lesson that starts in childhood. 
Allowances can 
be an important part of kids’ early financial education.

Pros and Cons to 
Giving Kids Allowances

119 Valley Drive | Jonesville, NC 28642 | 336-526-2665 | www.cookinsurance.biz
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New parents face many 
obstacles once they leave the 
hospital and take their children 

home. Parents often find that sleep 
schedules are a significant challenge, 
and one that won’t necessarily vanish 
as children grow older and become 
more independent. 
Adequate sleep is important for any 
age group, but especially so for 
developing children. When kids do 
not get enough sleep, they have a 
harder time controlling their emotions 
and they may have difficulty paying 
attention and learning. Despite that 
need for sleep, bedtime seems 
to be the one time during the day 
when youngsters seem especially 
needy and resistant to settling down. 
Patricia Cancellier, a former education 
director at the Parent Encouragement 
Program in Kensington, Maryland, 
says it’s typical for behavior issues to 
be more prevalent when separation 
from parents is imminent, like it is at 
bedtime. Parents who emphasize 
consistency with their children’s sleep 

routine may find that their infants, 
toddlers and 
school-aged children don’t put up too 
much of a fuss at bedtime.

Establish a bedtime that works. 
Figure out how much sleep your 
child needs and make sure they 
get to bed early enough to reach 

that goal each night. The American 
Academy of Pediatrics offers aged-
based sleep guidelines that can be 
accessed at www.aap.org. Parents 
magazine says children’s internal 
clocks eventually will adjust to 
the routine if the routine follows a 
natural and consistent pattern.
Start winding down. About an hour 

before bedtime, begin to scale back 
activities and anything that can rev up 
energy levels.  
Signal that bedtime is close. Give 
children a verbal warning or follow a 
similar routine each day. For young 
children, signals such as a relaxing 
bath, songs, hugs, or other physical 
cues can indicate that bedtime is 
coming.
Reinforce structure. Consistency is 
essential. Talk about routines at other 
times of the day, and then implement 
other structured events. This teaches 
kids to recognize routines throughout 
their day, making kids more likely to 
embrace them at bedtime.
Offer a snack. Some children need 
more than three meals a day. A light 
snack before bed can help them stay 
sated through the night. Good ideas 
include whole-grain cereal with milk, 
graham crackers and milk, or a similar 
carb/protein combination.
Repetition and patience are often 
necessary as parents try to initiate 
bedtime routines for their children.

Make Kids’ Bedtime a Breeze
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Family dinners are a tradition 
that may not be as common as 
they once were. A 2016 Harris 

Poll found that family dinners were 
on the decline, with 59 percent of 
respondents reporting that their 
families sat down for fewer family 
dinners today than they did when 
respondents were growing up. But 
there is hope that family meals can 
become trendy once again.
Family mealtime is more beneficial 
than people may know. Studies 
have shown that family meals can 
strengthen familial bonds by providing 
a time when the entire family can be 
together. Young children who routinely 
enjoy mealtime with their families 
may develop a sense of security 
and belonging. In addition, a recent 
study from researchers at Columbia 
University found that 71 percent of 
teens said they consider talking, 

catching up and spending time with 
family members a key part of family 
dinners.
The American College of Pediatricians 
says the family table is one of the 
few places children can observe their 
parents interact, solve problems, 
negotiate, and express emotions. 
Those who want to make family meals 
part of their routines can consider 
these tips.
Celebrate your ethnic culture. One 
enjoyable way to spend time together 
and learn more about what makes 
your family tick is to focus on cultural 
meals when dining. Set aside one 
day each week to prepare ancestral 
meals as a family. Enlist the help of 
the children when preparing meals 
and play 
some traditional music while cooking 
and dining.
Make it kids’ choice. Allow children to 

choose the menu on certain days off 
the week. Give them the responsibility 
of choosing the recipe and take them 
along to shop for the ingredients. 
Children who help plan and prepare 
meals can learn valuable life skills and 
learn how to make smart food choices.
Dine out when you can. Make 
excuses to dine out. Set up a white 
board in a high-traffic area of the 

house. Each family member can jot 
down a restaurant they want to try. 
Then once or twice a month pick from 
the list and hit the town. Nights out 
give children a chance to practice 
their social skills and behavior 
while providing families a chance to 
connect.
Family meals pay various dividends. 
Finding time to dine together can help 
parents build strong families.

Create Family Mealtime Traditions
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Unless a business trip is a last-minute 
thing, parents can plan ahead for those 
days when a spouse will be away on 
business. Plan everything from meals 
to chores, writing out a schedule 
or to-do list if need be. Keeping a 

schedule when 
a spouse is out 
of town can 
make it easier 
to manage all 
the tasks that 
still need to get 
done.

Because 
business trips 
are so prevalent, 
chances are 
strong that 
neighboring 
parents also fly 
solo from time 
to time. Speak 
with other local 

parents and work together, serving 
as support systems and sharing tasks 
like getting kids to and from school 
or sports practices. Even takeout 
dinners together or family dinners on 
weeknights can help parents avoid 
feelings of isolation that may develop 
if their spouses are away for extended 
periods of time. 

Young children, including toddlers and 
kids in grade school, may grow upset 
if told that a parent will be away on 
business for a few days. But children 
10 and older might have grown used 
to this and can therefore be told when 
a parent will be away. Telling children 
and emphasizing that they’ll need 
to pitch in while a spouse is away 
can make it easier to manage solo 
parenting.

Solo parenting while a spouse is 
away on business can be difficult. But 
various strategies can make it easier to 
manage going it alone while a spouse 
is out of town.

3 TIPS to Manage 
Solo Parenting While a 
Spouse is Out of Town

Being a parent is no small task. That tasks becomes even more challenging 
when one parent is out of town on business.
Solo parenting while a spouse is away on business is a common task 

for many parents. According to the U.S. Travel Association, 
United States residents made 462 million business trips 
in 2017. Though not all of those trips were made by 
professionals with children, it’s fair to assume a great many 
were, leaving many parents flying solo at home with their 
children.
Solo parenting can be difficult regardless of a child’s age. 
Young children can be handfuls to care for, while older 
youngsters may have busy schedules that can be hard for 
parents to manage on their own. But there are ways to simplify 
solo parenting while a spouse is away on business.

1. Plan ahead as much as possible.

2. Seek and 
offer help

3. Explain the situation to kids 
and how they can help.
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Starting a family often requires 
changing routines. Very often 
homes become child-centric as 

activities revolve around the kids. While 
it is important to be supportive of youth, 
it’s also essential for parents to stake out 
some alone time so they can enjoy life 
together.
Marital therapists often state that the 
first year after a first child is born is the 
biggest threat to a couple’s relationship. 
Therapists often point out the need for 
parents to work hard to balance their 
priorities in order to maintain the family 
unit, and that means making more time 
for themselves apart from the kids. 
Parents need time now and then 
to remember that they’re not just 
parents but also husband, wife, friend, 
coworkers, and more. Here are some 
ways that parents can accomplish 
just that.
Embrace the date night. Schedule 
times to be alone with your spouse. The 
problem with parents not getting enough 
“me” time is profound enough that the 
government in Norway, in response to 
rising divorce rates, issued a plea for 
parents to embrace “date nights” more 
frequently. Spontaneous nights away are 
nice, but even scheduled dates can fit 
the bill.

Spend time at home. Enforce bed 
times and routines so you can enjoy 
unencumbered time together. If the kids 
are bound to sabotage these efforts, 
call in a favor from a friend or relative to 
distract the kids elsewhere in the home 
while you can recharge together.
Draw a line. There is a fine line between 
being an engaged parent and being 
too heavily involved. Be supportive of 
kids without doing all the work for them 
or feeling the need to consistently be 
involved in every detail of their lives. This 
will free up time 
and brain power to engage in things with 
a spouse.
Perform activities together. If date 
night doesn’t fit in the budget, find less 
expensive ways to spend time away 
from the kids. Adolescents may be 
able to stay home for an hour alone, 
and you can take a walk around the 
neighborhood, go for a scenic car ride or 
even just make a trip to the supermarket 
together. 
Making a conscious effort to enjoy 
adult time can improve relationships 
with spouses, which can have positive, 
trickle-down effects on family life.

How Parents Can 
Create Time Together
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Many people aspire to travel 
overseas. Whether it’s a trip 
to an ancestral homeland or 

an island getaway in another part of 
the world, overseas travel can have 
a profound impact on the life of a 
traveler, no matter how young that 
traveler may be. 
Traveling to foreign countries provides 
a host of benefits, some of which may 
surprise even the most seasoned 
globetrotter. For example, a 2014 
study from researchers at Cornell 
University found that experiential 
purchases tend to provide more 
enduring happiness than material 
purchases. That means that people 
who spend money on doing something 
tend to be more happy than those who 
spend money on having something. 
In addition, the study’s authors found 
that simply waiting for an experience 
after purchase, such as looking 
forward to a departure date after 
booking a trip, tends to be more 
pleasurable and exciting than waiting 

to receive 
a material 
item.
Children 
can 
benefit in 
myriad ways from traveling overseas. 
Meeting and befriending people 
from other countries and witnessing 
firsthand the struggles they may 
face may make youngsters more 
empathetic to people from other parts 
of the world. Such experiences can 
make kids more likely to understand 
complex world issues as they grow 
from young children into young adults.
Much of the appeal of overseas travel 
lies in experiencing how people in 
other countries go about their daily 
lives. That exposure to other cultures 
can broaden kids’ horizons. When 
abroad, kids may be exposed to new 
foods, fashions, styles of music, and 
so on. As a result, children who travel 
overseas beginning at a young age 

may be more likely to try new things, 
enjoying experiences they might 
otherwise never be exposed to if they 
never leave their comfort zones back 
home. By exposing their children to 
other cultures at a young age, parents 
can lay a foundation that increases 
the likelihood that their children will 
grow up to be well- rounded adults.
Traveling overseas from a young 
age also may make children more 
capable of adapting to, and ultimately 
thriving in, a world that has become 
increasingly global in recent decades. 
Having an understanding of and 
appreciation for foreign cultures can 
give young professionals a leg up on 
the competition, and it’s never too 
early for parents to begin instilling 
such understanding and appreciation 

in their children.
Overseas travel enriches peoples’ 
lives every day. Parents who take 
their children along on overseas trips 
may be laying a strong foundation of 
understanding that can benefit kids for 
the rest of their lives.

How Children 
May Benefit 
From Traveling 
Abroad
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No man or woman, regardless of 
his or her age, wants to consider 
that a day may come when they 

need to rely on loved ones to help them 
perform everyday activities. But every 
day tens of millions of people serve 
as unpaid caregivers for their aging 
friends or family members. 
A 2015 survey from the National 
Alliance for Caregiving and AARP 
found that approximately 34.2 million 
people had provided unpaid care to 
an adult age 50 or older in the last 
12 months. Many unpaid caregivers 
are pulling double duty, caring for 
their aging parents while also raising 
families of their own.
While there’s no guarantee that 
aging men and women will require 
care, caregivers figure to become 
more necessary as life expectancies 
increase. In fact, recent years have 
seen the senior population in the 
United States exceed 50 million for the 
first time in the country’s history, and 
figures from the U.S. Census Bureau 
suggest that figure will continue to rise 
until 2029.
Men and women who are preparing to 
welcome an aging loved one into their 
homes may wonder how to make that 
transition go smoothly, especially if 
they have young children at home. 
The following are some tips that can 
help families prepare to welcome an 
aging friend or family member into 
their homes.
Speak with your loved one’s 
physicians. Speak with an aging loved 
one’s physicians so you can get a 
complete picture of their physical and 
mental condition. This can give you an 
accurate depiction of how much care 
your loved one needs now and how 
much they might need in the future if 
their condition worsens. 
Discuss forthcoming changes 
as a family. Once you gain a full 
understanding of your loved one’s 
physical and mental condition and 
before this person moves into your 
home, discuss it with your family. 
Adding a new member to your 

household will affect everyone, so each 
member of the family, including young 
children, should be included when 
discussing how the family dynamic will 
change. Parents must recognize that 
even young children may be asked to 
make sacrifices to accommodate aging 
loved ones. Explain these sacrifices 
in advance and how important it is to 
make an aging loved one feel welcome 
when they move in.
Discuss conditions with children. 
Children may recognize their 
grandparents or elderly loved ones 
have physical limitations, but they 
likely won’t understand conditions such 
as dementia or Alzheimer’s disease. 
Parents can ask a physician about 
how to explain cognitive decline to 
young children. Children may not 
recognize cognitive decline as readily 
as adults, so parents may need to 
discuss these conditions with their 
children periodically and/or if the 
conditions worsen.
Millions of people across the globe 
welcome aging loved ones into their 
homes when they can no longer 
care for themselves. Such caregiving 
changes family dynamics, and these 
changes should be discussed before 
and after a loved one moves in.

How to Prepare Your 
Family When an Aging 
Loved One is Moving In
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4 Ideas for Family 
Game Night

Family game nights can be 
a great way for families to 
disconnect from their devices 

and spend quality time together. 
Much in the way that family dinners 
can facilitate conversation and 
closeness, game nights can spark 
companionship and hours of fun. 

Game nights are 
easy to organize 
and are particularly 
handy on those 
nights when 
there’s not much 
to do or when the 
weather makes 
outside activities 
implausible. 
To get started, use 
these game ideas 
as a catalyst for 
fun.

1. Stick to the classics. Certain 
games remain tried and true family 
favorites. These include Monopoly, 
Trouble, Risk, Clue, and Scrabble. 
Adults who had a favorite game 
growing can play it with their own 
children and see who outsmarts who.
2. Learn card games. From “War” 
to “Spades” to “Gin” to “Uno,” many 
card games have withstood the test 
of time. This is a great way to bridge 
gaps between grandparents and 
grandchildren. The older generation can 
teach these familiar games to children, 
and everyone can join in the fun.
3. Strengthen drama skills. 
Charades is a game in which teams 
must act out a word or phrase based 
on certain categories and have 
others on their side guess what 
is being mimed. Charades often 
leads to lots of laughs and stumped 
participants.
4. Shop for new fun. Take a family trip 
to a toy store or another retailer and 
browse the games aisle. Let each family 
member pick out a game that appeals to 
them and then include them in your family 
game night rotation.
Families can engage and converse over 
entertaining games that bridge generations.
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